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We cordially invite you to a meeting with representatives of the adult education staff of the 

European Institute Foundation. The topic of the training will be entrepreneurship. Experts 

from the European Institute foundation have many years of experience in running their own 

business, especially in the medical services sector. The meeting will focus on 3 issues related 

to entrepreneurship: 

1. Entrepreneurship - my life attitude. During this session, the facilitators of adult education 

will develop the following topics: active life attitude, entrepreneurship in life, searching for 

information, collecting, selecting and processing acquired information, improving the ability 

to present collected materials, developing one's own interests, self-education, the ability to 

cope with emotions and accept failures with dignity and their appropriateness 

interpretation. 

2. Entrepreneurship - teamwork. In this respect, the session will concern arranging 

schedules; planning and settling joint activities; convincing group members to propose 

solutions for a common purpose implementation of planned activities, anticipating 

difficulties in implementing their projects and dealing with them. 

3. Entrepreneurship - communication and promotional skills. In this area, the session will 

focus on communication and decision-making, marketing basics, use of digital tools.  

 

Here is the short bio of the invited experts:  

Marcin Szydłowski, entrepreneur with nearly twenty years of experience. A graduate of the Faculty 

of Journalism and Political Science at the University of Warsaw, postgraduate studies at the Business 

School of the Warsaw University of Technology and the MBA program at Lazarski University. He has 

been associated with the medical industry since 2007, founder and shareholder of two medical 

chains that he currently manages. Co-creator of the concept of a platform for exchanging medical 



data, which is successfully used in one of his projects. A lover of water sports and active mountain 

tourism. Lives in Warsaw. https://instytuteuropejski.pl/zespol/marcin-szydlowski/  

Marcin Gielec, law graduate of the University of Gdańsk. Instead of a classic legal career, he chose the 

path of entrepreneurship, which he picked up during his stay in the USA. Since 2006, he has been 

involved in various business projects as a shareholder, originator, partner, and member of 

management bodies. Currently involved in the medical, technological and veterinary industry. He has 

several years of experience as a business and entrepreneurship trainer. 

https://instytuteuropejski.pl/zespol/marcin-gielec/ 

Piotr Uhma, doctor of law. Co-founder and President of the European Institute Foundation. Legal 

advisor, member of the District Chamber of Legal Advisors, university lecturer, expert in international 

law. Partner of a limited liability company. He has several years of experience in project management, 

managing non-governmental organizations, educational and training projects for professionals and 

young people from the European Union, Eastern Partnership and non-European countries. He is a 

lecturer in international law at the Institute of Law and Economics of the Pedagogical University of 

KEN in Krakow. In the years 2015-2019 he lectured at the Krakow Academy. Andrzej Frycz 

Modrzewski. Before starting his academic career, P. Uhma was the chief good-governance specialist in 

the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) mission in Skopje and the chief 

human rights specialist in the OSCE mission in Kosovo. He also worked as the director of the 

Corporate Communication Office of the Polish electricity company PSE Operator SA. He has been a 

consultant, speaker and participant at many international conferences in places such as Prague, 

Sydney, Jakarta, Strasbourg, Vienna, Amman, Nairobi, Denver, Seoul, Granada and many others. Piotr 

Uhma is a graduate of the Jagiellonian University in Krakow. There he also obtained his doctorate in 

law. He also completed Postgraduate Studies in Company Law at the Faculty of Law of the University 

of Warsaw. He speaks English, Spanish and German. https://instytuteuropejski.pl/zespol/dr-piotr-

uhma/  
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